Camp Tuscazoar DOVER DAM DAY
Law Day, Law Merit Badge – May 1, 2021
Advancing the Rule of Law Now
GENERAL FORMAT – There will be a morning class for each unit/group in their own area,
conducted by an attorney. After that class, units/groups will follow an assigned schedule, rotating
to 6 stations through the day. At each station, judges, attorneys, and law enforcement officers,
will interact with the scouts to cover the MB requirements and discuss Law Day.
Scouts who have already earned Law MB may do other activities during the day, including all or
parts of Centennial Trail* (http://tuscazoar.org/centtrail/), which is basically a 100-control
orienteering score course. There will also be information available on geocaching at the Camp,
and perhaps some instruction. The Zoar Valley Trail heading either north or south is also
available. As long as scouts don’t interfere with the MB classes, and they fully comply with all C19 protocols, they may elect these other options at their leisure.
PRE-REQUISITES – There are pre-requisites! Please see that hand-out. Units are encouraged to
consider working on those together and even watching the videos in meetings, but it is the
responsibility of the individual scout to complete the requirements whether on their own, or with
other scouts.
BLUE CARDS – As always, the scout’s appropriately filled BCs should be turned in at check-in
either Friday night or Saturday morning. Because there are pre-requisites, the completed PreReq. forms for each scout should also be turned in at check-in. Please be prepared with all those
prepared BCs & pre-req. trackers, and have them in an envelope with Unit Number (or name if
not with a Unit), and the # of enclosed BCs.
SCOUTS NOT IN A UNIT (USs) – This is primarily a Unit-based event. While Scout Law Day in
Canton could be a drop-off event for individual scouts, with the mass of youth moving around to
different courtrooms in a confined area with a plethora of supervising adults nearby, Dover Dam
Day is not a drop-off event. Scouts who are not participating with a Unit (“unattached scouts”
aka USs), must be accompanied by an adult and 2-deep leadership rules should be followed. Such
adults must be in Camp but do not have to rotate around to the classes. and must be fully
registered for the event. Arrangements can be made with participating Units, but that is
something that must be worked out beforehand. So, unless such arrangements are made, it is
expected that all USs will have a registered adult in Camp.
MEETINGS & Communications
• Between now and arrival. In addition to this HO#1, the Pre-Requisites Handout, and the
Pre-Registration form, there may be one or 2 more HOs posted. For those already
registered, these will also be emailed to you directly. PLEASE READ THEM.
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•
•

Friday - There may be a brief meeting that night for camping Units with SPL & one advisor.
Saturday – Please see the tentative schedule below, which will be solidified and posted.

Still a work in progress but the tentative schedule for Saturday:
6:30 – 7:15 – Daytrippers check-in at Museum
7:15 – 7:45 -- carry-out breakfasts available at Kimble Hall
7:45 – short meeting for Daytripper SPLs & an advisor near Museum
8:00 – 8:45 – First class, held in Units/Group’s assigned area or campsite
8:45 – Everyone released to begin following their schedule
Noonish – Lunch on your own. Recommended that all have packable or easily prepared lunches.
1:00ish – Afternoon schedule begins
4:45 – carry-out suppers available at Kimble Hall for A Group
5:15 – carry-out suppers available at Kimble Hall for B Group
4:45 – 5:30 – SPLs find Ivan around Kimble to get signed Blue Cards returned, if all work
completed.

All attendees, youth and adults, will receive the special event patch, breakfast,
and dinner, plus as many memories as they can make.

*Don’t forget that doing the Centennial Trail qualifies scouts to purchase the commemorative
Centennial Trail coin. There are four levels of achievement. Other great commemorative stuff
to celebrate the Camp’s role in giving scouts awesome memories for over 100 years is also
available at the Museum! Share this link with your scouts so they see a piece of our shared
history: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prUtl44-d3o
K9!
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